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k98k damage high weapon class pistol magazine size 7 rounds starting ammunition 7+70 maximum ammunition 7+70 reload time medium-fast rate of fire mid-fast fire mode semi-automatic used by wehrmacht the k98k is one of the most powerful and accurate handguns in call of duty: black ops. it is a two-handed semi-automatic pistol. it is used by the wehrmacht in the original black ops. the player can hold the handgun in one hand and aim with the other. the k98k is a good weapon for knife combat as well. on the downside, it has a slow reload time and a firing rate that's somewhat slow. its accuracy is somewhat low, especially when the weapon is fired from a distance. overall, it is an excellent weapon for close and mid-range combat. sig-
sauer p220 damage high weapon class pistol magazine size 7 rounds starting ammunition 7+70 maximum ammunition 7+70 reload time medium-fast rate of fire mid-fast fire mode semi-automatic used by us army the p220 is one of the best weapons in call of duty: black ops. it is a semi-automatic pistol that is accurate and has a high rate of fire. it uses a modified 7.62x25mm cartridge. as such, it is not a true submachine gun. the p220 is known for its dead-on accuracy and rate of fire. it is one of the most powerful weapons in the game, and is useful for close and mid-range combat, as well as headshots and reload-cancelling. the player can hold the pistol in one hand and aim with the other. the p220 is particularly useful for knife combat, as

the knife mechanic does not require the player to move the gun around. it is the only weapon in the game to feature a mid reload.
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